
Highland Council is situated in the North of Scotland and travels as far up as the Outer Hebrides, 

covering over 200 schools across both rural and urban areas covering a land mass bigger than 

the size of Belgium.

Highland Council are renowned for pushing the boundaries of what can be achieved through 

effective educational programmes; something that is highlighted even more through their current 

‘Building Our Future Highland’ programme.

Work is currently ongoing to improve the Highland school network across more than 200 sites, 

including the £14.8m new primary school at Ness Castle in Inverness, a close neighbour to Milton 

of Leys primary school, whom also benefited from improvement during 2020.

Head Teacher Robert Quigley was placed in charge of ensuring children at Milton of Leys continued 

to receive a quality education experience during lockdown and since then, has been focussed on 

rolling this approach out to more schools throughout the Highland Council . 

Below we find out from Robert and Andy Robb (ICT Curriculum Liaison Manager) what it was about 

Securly that made us the perfect partner to help deliver this during COVID and beyond and how 

we worked together to build the perfect solution.
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It was all cloud based so we did not need our 

own servers. We liked the Classroom function 

more than anything and were also looking to 

replace our web filter so it seemed like a good fit 

to do both at the same time.

A
As above, it was the ability to personalise the 

settings using Securly Classroom and the vastly 

superior data that can be picked up from within 

the dashboard around pupil searches. The ability 

to have a different policy for both primary and 

secondary was also very appealing as well as 

the very user friendly dashboard interface.

R

Whilst looking for a new safeguarding solution, what were the core hurdles you faced with either 

your current solution or general set-up?

Compared to other solutions you looked at, what was it about Securly that made it seem a good fit?

All very easy to set-up, teachers love the 

Classroom interface and find it very easy to 

understand. Senior school staff like the format of 

the internet reports.

A
Very easy, It seems that the team from Securly 

were only a call away to provide support around 

the nuances and minor issues that we had. It 

linked very intuitively with G-suite which was 

another major appeal.

R

How did you find the onboarding process?

For us, it was the increased flexibility to make things more bespoke and personalised to schools and pupils, rather 

than having to find workarounds for more individual cases in terms of security. Securly offers us that!

R

I was surprised to find that parental controls was 

part of our core package, we have not yet used 

it but we hope to in the near future!

A
With the data that can be picked up in terms of 

attempted searches that pupils have made. We 

were able to pick up on search results for one 

situation where a pupil had gone missing 

(thankfully found) but the result of the search 

they made were an indicator to the police as to 

the pupil’s intention.

R

How did Securly surpass your expectations?
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